We present polyadq, a program for detection of human polyadenylation signals. To avoid training on possibly flawed data, the development of polyadq began with a de novo characterization of human mRNA 3∞ processing signals. This information was used in training two quadratic discriminant functions that polyadq uses to evaluate potential polyA signals. In our tests, polyadq predicts polyA signals with a correlation coefficient of 0.413 on whole genes and 0.512 in the last two exons of genes, substantially outperforming other published programs on the same data set. polyadq is also the only program that is able to consistently detect the ATTAAA variant of the polyA signal.
Introduction
sequences that direct mRNA cleavage and polyadenylation are a natural choice to serve as the basis for a 3∞ terminal exon prediction method. The core of the 3∞ Although improvements in computer gene-finding programs have made it relatively easy to detect internal processing signal ( Fig. 1 ) consists of two sequence elements that bracket the cleavage/polyadenylation protein-coding exons in genomic sequences, it remains difficult to find the terminal exons of genes (Claverie, (polyA) site (for a recent review, see Colgan and Manley, 1997) . The familiar hexamer AAUAAA (and the 1997). There are several reasons for this, but perhaps the most significant is the fact that these programs rely common variant AUUAAA) comprises the upstream portion of the signal, known as the polyA signal (PAS ). heavily on measures of codon bias (Fickett and Tung, 1992; Fickett, 1996) . Terminal exons, however, consist
The downstream element (DE ) consists of a much less well-characterized U-or GU-rich sequence. The PAS largely of the non-coding untranslated regions ( UTRs) of mRNAs (Zhang, 1998) , sequences that are apparently and DE are bound, respectively, by cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF ) and cleavage stimuconstrained only insofar as they may contain signals that regulate the mRNA's translation or stability (e.g. lation factor (CStF ). These two factors bind the mRNA cooperatively, so a strong DE can compensate for a Pesole et al., 1994 Pesole et al., , 1997 . One may therefore expect that accurate terminal exon recognition would depend weak PAS, and vice versa ( Wahle, 1995; Colgan and Manley, 1997) . Cleavage preferentially occurs immediprimarily upon detection of such signals, rather than upon bulk sequence characteristics.
ately downstream of a CA dinucleotide, apparently as directed by CStF ( Wahle, 1995; Colgan and Manley, Being information-rich and nearly omnipresent downstream of the coding regions of human genes, the 1997). The efficiency of 3∞ end processing may be modulated by various cis-and trans-acting factors involving sequences that may occur either upstream or sequences using a pair of quadratic discriminants in three variables. As we will show here, polyadq outperdownstream of the polyA site ( Keller, 1995; Wahle, 1995; Colgan and Manley, 1997) . A single gene may forms the PAS detection methods described previously, and is the first that can detect significant numbers of have multiple polyA sites, the choice of which may affect the gene's post-transcriptional regulation ATTAAA-type signals. Along the way, we have created a database of known active polyA sites and have further ( Edwalds-Gilbert and Milcarek, 1995; Takagaki et al., 1996; Lou et al., 1998) .
refined the characteristics of the PAS, the DE, and the relationship between the two. Since the PAS hexamer may occur quite frequently in genomic sequences (approximately once every 4096 bases), accurate recognition of mRNA 3∞ ends depends critically upon reliable identification of DEs. Some effort 2. Materials and methods has therefore been made to better understand these elements. The DE is generally found approximately 50 2.1. PolyA site database bases 3∞ of the PAS (Chou et al., 1994; Chen et al., 1995) , but may occur much farther downstream if the Expressed sequence tags ( ESTs) with a polyA tail (which we defined as a run of 30 or more Ts at the secondary structure of the mRNA can bring the two elements into close spatial proximity (Ahmed et al., beginning of a 3∞ EST, or 30 or more As at the end of a 5∞ EST ) were taken from build 24 of the human 1991; Brown et al., 1991) . It has also been observed that a single polyA site can have several DEs associated UniGene database (NCBI News, August 1996; database dated 2/20/98). ESTs belonging to clusters labeled with with it ( Wahle, 1995) . Early sequence analysis by McLauchlan et al. (1985) suggested a consensus of repeat element warnings were excluded. When a cluster was represented by more than one EST, those ESTs YGUGUUYY for the DE. Experiments by Chou et al. (1994) and Chen et al. (1995) suggest that a pentamer were aligned using FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) , and a minimal set covering all unique polyA sites containing at least four U residues is required to exist between 10 and 30 bases downstream of an mRNA determined. The polyA site of each of these ESTs was defined as the last non-A or first non-T base in the cleavage site for efficient processing to occur. More recently, SELEX experiments with the RNA binding sequence, as applicable. Using FASTA, each EST was aligned with all of the domain (RBD) of the 64 kDa subunit of CStF resulted in binding sites consisting of a short (two to four DNA and non-EST mRNA sequences in that EST's UniGene cluster. If the alignment showed >90% identity residues) G/U-rich segment upstream of a variablelength run of C residues, followed by another region for more than 50 bases upstream of the EST's polyA site, the relative position of the polyA site within the that is G/U-rich, but rarely contains GG dinucleotides ( Takagaki and Manley, 1997) . A similar experiment DNA or mRNA was noted, and that sequence/site pair added to our database. Likely cases of internal priming using the entire 64 kDa subunit suggested a bipartite structure for the DE, consisting of a short segment were discarded. If there was more than one good match to a particular EST, at most one of each sequence type similar to the McLauchlan consensus followed by a longer pyrimidine-rich segment (Beyer et al., 1997) .
(DNA or mRNA) was placed in the database, generally the best scoring match of the type. Occasionally, an Several attempts have been made to detect 3∞ processing sites in DNA sequences in silico. Yada et al. (1994) mRNA sequence was polyadenylated at a site slightly different (usually within ±5 bases) from its matching have used class II quantification theory to generate a weight matrix representing the region from −80 to +48
EST. In these cases, the polyA site of the mRNA sequence was used in the database. with respect to the PAS (where +1 is the 5∞-most base of the PAS ). Kondrakhin et al. (1994) have constructed During the compilation of these sequences, we observed a recurring type of chimerism that attached a generalized consensus matrix of positional triplet counts in a 68 base region surrounding the polyA sites the 3∞ terminal 22 bases of the mitochondrial ATP6 gene mRNA plus its polyA tail to specific sites within nuclear of 60 mRNAs. The gene prediction program GRAIL II (Matis et al., 1996) also contains a weight matrix mRNA sequences. This produced many (at least 30) apparent polyadenylated ESTs with no PAS. Analysis covering the −6 to +65 region around the PAS. In contrast to these solely matrix-based approaches, of the cases where it happened to ESTs from known genes ruled out the possibility that we were observing Salamov and Solovyev (1997) have recently described a method based on a linear discriminant function (LDF ) alternative splicing or a new mechanism for nuclear mRNA 3∞ end processing. Since we can have no knowlof eight variables characterizing the −100 to +100 region around the PAS.
edge of how often this kind of artifact might occur involving as yet undiscovered genes, we decided to As part of our efforts to improve the detection of the 3∞ terminal exons of genes, we have developed a program, discard any EST with no good DNA or mRNA match.
To the DNA database were added sequences from polyadq, which finds polyA signals in human DNA GenBank release 105 (Benson et al., 1998; database of size L c the one giving the highest average score on dated 2/98) containing a 'polyA_signal' or 'polyA_site' the training fragments. feature tag carrying an 'evidence=experimental' label. Such sequences were added only if they were tagged with a reference that could be used to verify the position 2.2.1. PolyA signal matrix of the annotated signal or site. The resulting database gibbs-seq was trained on 50-base fragments immediof known polyA sites contains 280 mRNA sequences ately upstream of the polyA sites of the 280 mRNA and 136 DNA sequences. The DNA sequences contain sequences in our database. Matrix sets were acquired 144 polyA sites.
for site sizes of 6, 8, 10, and 12 bases. The best site size To obtain a negative training set for polyadq, a region was judged by alignment of the matrices to be 6 bases. encompassing the coding sequence (including introns)
The best PAS matrix we found is shown in Table 1 . of each gene in the polyA database was scanned for occurrences of AATAAA and ATTAAA. We purposely excluded the 3∞ UTRs and intergenic regions of these 2.2.2. Downstream element matrix sequences from this scan, since these areas may contain
The gibbs-seq DE training set consisted of 106 fragactive PASes whose use has not yet been observed. The ments of 100 bases. These were taken from the regions negative training set contains 462 pseudosignals.
immediately downstream of the polyA sites in the DNA All sequence data are available from the authors sequences in the polyA database. Sequences with less upon request.
than 100 bases downstream of the polyA site or with ambiguous base symbols in this region were excluded. For the DE training runs, we set gibbs-seq to search for 2.2. Weight matrices two sites per fragment. This was done chiefly because of the bipartite structure of the DE described by Beyer PAS and DE weight matrices were generated using et al. (1997) , but also because manual inspection of the the program gibbs-seq, which implements a templated downstream flanking sequences of the genes in our exponential perceptron as described by Heumann et al. database revealed that many (approximately 50%) of (1994). When presented with a set of unaligned sequence these contain multiple T-rich segments. Furthermore, fragments known to bind to a protein, gibbs-seq trains the DEs of several other genes apparently consist simply a neural network to find sites of a given length that can of one very long (>20 bases) run of T and G residues best distinguish the input fragments from a background in their downstream regions. In two-site mode, gibbs-'genome'. For this work, we used a genome consisting seq could represent these large DEs as two abutting of equiprobable random bases, which makes the network short DEs. The assumption of two sites per fragment training procedure equivalent to finding an alignment therefore effectively increased the size of our training that maximizes information content (Heumann et al., set by some 60%, thereby giving better (i.e. less degener-1994). The output of gibbs-seq is a list of sites recognized ate and better conserved across training trials) matrices in the input fragments and the perceptron's weight than could be obtained by training on a single site matrix. The latter can be used to search for sites in new per sequence. gibbs-seq was trained for binding site sizes sequences.
of 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 bases. Through alignment of Training proceeded as follows. For a given set of these matrices, the best site size was decided to be 10 sequence fragments, training runs were made assuming bases. The DE matrix used in polyadq is shown in various binding site sizes. For each size, gibbs-seq was Table 2 . Since the gibbs-seq program in two-site mode run 25 times starting from random seed weights. The searches for multiple repetitions of a motif in a given 25 resulting weight matrices were then collected and sequence, rather than two distinct motifs, this matrix aligned. This alignment was performed by sliding each does not necessarily represent a 'distal' or 'proximal' matrix past a basis matrix (usually the matrix from the DE, but essentially an average of the two. first run) and looking for the maximum dot product of the overlapping regions. In doing so, it was found that the matrices aligned perfectly up to some critical length QDFs were exported from S-PLUS for use in polyadq.
Readers are referred to Venables and Ripley (1994) and in polyadq stands for 'double QDF'). The QDFs are both functions of the three variables described below, Zhang (1997) Note that as a consequence of our scoring system, if a program called a positive at a nonsequence where they cannot make any calls; and to ensure that all of the programs were working with the AATAAA/ATTAAA site within range of a true polyA site, it was counted as a TP, but similar calls made same data -we decided to test the PAS prediction programs only on the calls they made at predetermined elsewhere were not scored as FPs. Since polyadq cannot make non-AATAAA/ATTAAA calls, but GRAIL and negative sites in our test genes and on calls made within a reasonable distance of a true polyA site.
POLYAH theoretically can, the latter programs benefited from this scoring scheme. GRAIL and POLYAH For our test sequence set, human DNA sequences dated 1995 or later (selected because this would avoid were given a further potential advantage in that our test set contains two non-AATAAA/ATTAAA positives. the training sets of POLYAH and GRAIL) and containing both 'polyA_signal' and 'polyA_site' feature tags were drawn from GenBank release 106 (4/98). These sequences were inspected to ensure that the annotated 3. Results sites seemed reasonable with respect to the literature on mRNA 3∞ end processing. For example, tagged PASes 3.1. Characterization of polyA signals on a gene's non-coding strand were considered irrelevant and therefore disregarded. Sequences already in our Ironically, our initial attempts at creating a PAS prediction program were hindered by the fact that it is polyA site database (i.e. the polyadq training set) were also excluded. so widely known that the hexamer AATAAA is the signal sequence for polyadenylation. Early on, it became Two sets of negative sites were constructed. For the first, the 'full gene' test, the entire coding sequence fairly obvious from compilations of GenBank sequences containing polyA_signal feature tags that the submitters (CDS) and introns of the test sequences were scanned for AATAAA and ATTAAA hexamers, as described in often attached such tags to any AATAAA (and sometimes anything remotely similar) downstream of a gene's Section 2.1 for polyadq's negative training set. The 3∞ UTRs were excluded because they may contain func-CDS. To base our program on these data could only serve to reinforce preconceived notions about the nature tional but unobserved PASes. For the second negative set, the 'last two exons' test, we scanned only the one of the PAS. Further complications arose from reports that run counter to the conventional wisdom: that the or two (depending on availability) 3∞-most introns and exons of each gene for AATAAA and ATTAAA, again consensus PAS may actually be represented by the octamer CAATAAAY ( Yada et al., 1994) and that the excluding the 3∞ UTRs. We used the last two exons and introns because this made the number of negative sites PAS may not be present in the majority of mRNAs (Claverie, 1997). It was therefore decided that it would in this test approximately equal to the number of positive sites. be best to build our polyA database from scratch, by first searching for polyadenylated ESTs and then using The test set contains 74 sequences encoding 75 genes with 78 PASes (66 AATAAA, 10 ATTAAA, two others).
these to identify the polyA sites in their corresponding gene or mRNA sequences. We could then use the There are 307 pseudosignals (186 AATAAA, 121 ATTAAA) in the full gene test set, and 72 (49 AATAAA, sequence motif-finding program gibbs-seq to 'rediscover' the signals in the vicinity of the polyA site. 23 ATTAAA) in the last two exons test set. Because PAS prediction programs may utilize up to 100 bases When trained on the 50 bases upstream of the polyA sites of each sequence in our database, gibbs-seq quite on either side of putative PAS, signals and pseudosignals not meeting this criterion are not included in these readily finds the canonical PAS hexamer. Fig. 2 is a sequence logo of the PASes found by gibbs-seq. There figures.
Called PASes within 50 bases upstream of a positive is a slight sequence bias toward A and C in the position immediately 5∞ to the signal hexamer -the actual base site in the test set were scored as true positives ( TP). In several cases, there are multiple possible PASes associcounts are 109 A, 84 C, 32 G, 55 T -but clearly if this position were considered to be part of the PAS, it would ated with a polyA site. If a program called more than one of these it was only counted as a single TP. One make no significant contribution to the signal's total information content (0.12 bits vs. 10.45 bits for the sequence in the test set (GenBank accession U31767) apparently has a PAS more than 50 bases from its polyA hexamer). There is no remarkable sequence bias in the 3∞ flanking position. These findings generally refute the site, and an allowance was made for this. Lack of a called PAS within the 50 base window was counted as extended PAS proposed by Yada et al. (1994) . We also note that when we trained Yada's program, Quant2, on a false negative ( FN ). False positives (FP) and TNs our positive and negative training sets, the positions immediately adjacent to the PAS in the weight matrix Broken down by PAS sequence, the 280 mRNAs in our database contain 214 AATAAA (76.4%), 37 ATTAAA (13.2%), and 22 (7.9%) other one-base vari-
The spatial relationship between the polyA sites in our database and their corresponding PASes and maxiants of AATAAA (e.g. AGTAAA). The remaining seven sequences (2.5%) contain two-base variants of mally scoring DEs is shown in Fig. 4 . The PASes are tightly distributed about 10 to 25 bases upstream of the AATAAA, but since there is high probability (~82%) of finding a two-base variant of any given hexamer polyA sites, in agreement with prior observations (Colgan and Manley, 1997) . Most of the DEs occur within a 50-base window of random sequence, we consider these latter sequences as having no discernible between 5 and 30 bases downstream of the polyA site, again in accord with other data (Colgan and Manley, PAS. The proportions among our 144 DNA sequences (which partially overlap the mRNAs) are similar: 104 1997; Chou et al., 1994; Chen et al., 1995) . The DE distribution also contains a secondary peak around 40 AATAAA (72.2%), 22 ATTAAA (15.3%), 14 other onebase variants (9.7%), and four (2.8%) with no discernible bases. While interesting, this is probably not surprising in light of the fact that the DE matrix was trained PAS. We note that our fraction of AATAAA (~75%) is somewhat lower than the oft-quoted 90% figure assuming two DEs per sequence. It is notable, however, that although the DE matrix was generated using ( Wahle, 1995; Colgan and Manley, 1997) , but on the whole our figures tend to support prevailing opinion sequence fragments consisting of the first 100 bases after the polyA sites in our training set, in no case does the more than the observations of Claverie (1997).
Examination of our DE matrix ( Table 2) shows that best DE occur more than 50 bases from the polyA site. it prefers U residues at every position except the fourth, and will accept C at positions 3, 4, and 6, and G at 2, 3.2. polyadq 8, 9, and 10. It is notable that this appears to be a somewhat compressed version of the SELEX products
The design philosophy behind polyadq can best be understood by examination of Fig. 3 and the test results generated by the RBD of the 64 kDa subunit of CStF, reported by Takagaki and Manley (1997) .
described below. Our first attempts to develop a QDF for PAS detection included a PAS weight matrix score. When the matrix scores of the PASes in the DNA sequences of our database are plotted against the maxiIt was found that this one variable consistently dominated such QDFs to the extent that they called a positive mum DE score for each ( Fig. 3) , an inverse relationship between the strengths of the PASes and their associated at nearly every AATAAA in a sequence, and a negative almost everywhere else -including most ATTAAADEs is observed. The median DE scores for the different classes of PAS are 6.40 for AATAAA (PAS matrix type signals, which comprise~15% of the PASes in our database. The performance statistics for these QDFs score=10.5); 6.70 for ATTAAA (PAS score=8.95); 6.88 for other one-base variants of AATAAA (PAS were in fact practically identical to those of the LDFbased POLYAH (see Tables 3 and 4) . We drew two scores between 8.00 and 8.50); and 8.32 for two-base variants (PAS scores less than 7). With the caveat that conclusions from this: first, that the QDF should not directly use any kind of score that concerns the PAS one should be cautious about extrapolating physical meaning from these computer-generated matrix scores, hexamer itself; and second, that the greatest gain in PAS prediction performance was to be made by accurately this seems to reflect the known cooperativity of PAS and DE activity ( Wahle, 1995; Colgan and Manley, detecting ATTAAA signals while simultaneously reducing the false positive rate of AATAAA signal prediction. 1997). Table 3 PolyA signal prediction test results for full genes (A) and the last two exons of genes (B). See Section 2.4.1 for test conditions We therefore set about training a QDF that classifies and so have optimized polyadq for searching in the terminal regions of genes. As is clear from Table 3 , AATAAA and ATTAAA hexamers using only the flanking sequences. But in Fig. 3 , the two types of signals polyadq has a considerably higher correlation coefficient (CC ) than the other programs in this test. In the obviously have different maximum DE score distributions. Likewise, we found that the values of other sensitivity-specificity curve in Fig. 5 , it can be seen that when polyadq is adjusted (by means of the program's variables (not shown) were distributed differently depending on PAS hexamer sequence. To allow for these two cut-off scores for calling AATAAA or ATTAAA positives) to the same sensitivity level as POLYAH and differences without use of any type of PAS score in the discriminant, we decided to implement our program GRAIL, polyadq still has a higher specificity level than these other programs. with separate QDFs for evaluating AATAAA and ATTAAA-type signals. Table 4 reveals a rather surprising result. Here we have classified by PAS sequence the total positive calls Hence, polyadq. The results of our tests on polyadq and the other PAS prediction programs are summarized made by polyadq, Simple, GRAIL, and POLYAH. Clearly, the GRAIL PAS finder does exactly what our in Table 3 and in Fig. 5 . Table 3 shows prediction performance on full genes (part A) and on the 3∞ terminal Simple program does, calling a positive wherever it encounters an AATAAA and negatives everywhere else. region ( last two exons and introns) of the test genes (part B). Since we envision polyadq being used in POLYAH does only slightly better, calling negatives at six of the 297 AATAAA hexamers scanned and positives conjunction with exon-finding programs such as MZEF (Zhang, 1997) , which can help to restrict the area being at eight non-AATAAA sites. polyadq, on the other hand, finds a significant number of ATTAAA signals searched, we consider the latter case to be more relevant, Table 4 genome. This is probably a somewhat unfair compari- 
Discussion
We have shown here that our program, polyadq, is better able to detect polyA signals in sequences than other previously published programs. This is accomplished using quadratic discriminants in only three variables covering only 100 bases of sequence, while the best competing program uses seven variables and twice as much sequence data. This means polyadq can be used where the amount of sequence available is limited due to noise or other considerations, and can be expected to be more robust since the small number of feature variables has likely forced the program to have 'learned' general features, rather than idiosyncrasies, of its training data. Furthermore, polyadq is the first program to 'complete CDS' sequences that were placed in GenBank after the publication of POLYAH. The majority of false positives called by POLYAH were in the introns of these and better discriminates between true AATAAA signals and non-PAS AATAAA hexamers in the test set.
sequences. The sequences dated before about mid-1997 -those that would have comprised the data To compare the performance of polyadq with that of Kondrakhin's generalized weight matrix, we used our sets used by Salamov and Solovyev -were primarily single (3∞ terminal ) exon entries. Our last two exons program to detect the PASes in the direct strand of the adenovirus type 2 genome (Ad2; GenBank accession performance test was therefore probably closer to that performed by POLYAH's authors. And indeed, in this J01917). With its cut-off values set to give maximum performance in the last two exons test, polyadq found test POLYAH does exhibit the same level of sensitivity and higher specificity than Salamov and Solovyev seven of the nine PASes in the sequence with only one FP. At the same level of sensitivity, Kondrakhin et al.
reported. Yet our CC for POLYAH (0.241), is much lower than what they found (0.62). This is because of (1994) report approximately 825 FPs in the adenovirus the nature of our test. For the reasons stated in variable must be paired with some type of average DE position variable to get good predictive performance. Section 2.4.1, we tested prediction at predetermined sites within our sequences, rather than on all possible sites.
The downstream dimer preference score seems to be of secondary importance, but works well in combination Based on the description by Salamov and Solovyev (1997) and the propensities illustrated in Table 4, we with any DE score/DE position pair. Accurate identification of polyA signals is important presume that POLYAH considers and rejects a large number of non-AATAAA sites as it scans a sequence, because it gives us a handle on a region of the gene that has been largely ignored by computational analysis, the resulting in a high TN count and a correspondingly higher CC.
3∞ UTR. Being the only part of an mRNA not scanned by the ribosome, the 3∞ UTR is quite likely to contain So let us assume for the sake of argument that in our last two exons test, POLYAH evaluated and called post-transcriptional regulatory and cellular localization signals (Pesole et al., 1997) , especially those that involve negatives at an additional 250 pseudosites. POLYAH also made one non-AATAAA FP prediction in the last large secondary structures. The in silico characterization of gene expression and control will therefore require two exons test (see Table 4 ), so we would also include this in the program's score. This would raise POLYAH's reliable determination of the boundaries of the 3∞ UTR. Additionally, the prediction of terminal exons of genes CC to 0.62, as reported by the program's authors. If we added these 251 pseudosites to the test set, polyadq will benefit from improvements in the detection of polyA signals. We are presently working on the application of would call negatives at all of the new sites, since they would be neither AATAAA nor ATTAAA -all pseuthe research described here to these areas. dosites of these types were in the original test set. polyadq's CC on this new test set would then be 0.68, once again higher than POLYAH. For reference, we
